CURRICULUM MAP OAK CLASS SUMMER 2021
2020
RE - Does belief in Akhirah (life after death) help Muslims lead
good lives?
Maths – We will exploring 2d
and 3d shape, statistics, ratio
and timetables. We will also
use our arithmetic and
computational knowledge and
applying those topics in
problem solving and
reasoning contexts. The
children will continue to
develop their multiplication
and division skills and use
known facts to help them
predict patterns.

Computing- we will be using scratch to create programs, and
then revise and consolidate work from this year.
DT – We will making our own version of a Dorset tapestry.

French – We will explore holidays and holiday
destinations, including conversations and
reservations/bookings using the future tense. We
will also look at things to do on holiday including
making a travel brochure.
Oracy – The children will be encouraged to speak
clearly and with confidence when explaining or
debating and to give evidence for their opinions.

Transition – we will
consolidate the skills and
attitudes which will promote a
smooth and successful
transition to year 6 and year 7.
Music – We will be studying
the role of women in music,
composing our own music
and preparing for our summer
play.
PHSE- We will be looking at
exploring relationships as
well as revising our British
Values.
PE –We will practise our
netball skills and swimming.

Science – We will revise the science behind sound
first. Then our topic will be animals including
humans. We will be naming the main parts of the
circulatory system, the heart and the major organs.
We will also explore the ways we use nutrients, as
well as the benefits of exercise.

Reading – We will be using our inference,
deduction and other comprehension skills as well
as retrieving information from a variety of texts
including Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief.

English – We will be revising and creating a variety of text types
including writing a balanced argument, narrative descriptions,
instructions and explanations. In grammar we will be looking at
standard and non-standard English and to revise and
consolidate ways to improve sentences. In comprehension –
We will be looking at the Greek myths as well as a variety of
stand-alone texts to revise methods of answering questions
with evidence. We will also be using the Ancient Greeks to
study non-fiction texts.

History – We will look at what the Greek legacy is,
and how it has changed our lives. In addition, we will
look at studying our local area in geography – and
comparing it to a village in modern day Greece.

Art – We will be looking at ancient Greek art
and producing and evaluating our own
paintings, patterns, sculptures and mosaics.

